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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

This study seeks to describe the location of manufacturing
establishments in the City of Windsor in the early part of this century.
The section below sets out the reasons for the interest that that general
period holds.

A review of the relevant literature forms the next chapter,

where there is discussion of urban historical studies, local histories
of Windsor, and studies of intra-urban industrial location and of
manufacturing districts.

A chapter on methodology deals with the choice

of data sources, the methods by which these were used, and the way the
data were analysed.

It also explains the choice of the particular area

of study and of the sub-areas used in the analysis, the industrial
classification procedure, and the selection of the particular dates
chosen for examination, which are 1904, 1909, 1914, 1919, and 1924.

The

presentation and discussion of the data then follows, using text, tables
and maps.

Location over time and by type are considered, as are the

rates of the appearance and disappearance of manufacturing establishments,
and as are moves by the establishments.

The paper is then brought to a

conclusion.

Background
The period covering roughly the first three decades of this
century was a period of very rapid industrial and urban growth in the
Windsor area, as in Canada generally.

The area became an important

1
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manufacturing city and emerged as an automotive centre; the population
of the City of Windsor increased from 12 thousand to 63 thousand and
that of the Border Cities as a whole from 15 to 103 thousand.

1

Table 1

summarizes some principal features of manufacturing and its growth at
that time.
In 1904 Windsor, or Walkerville, was little more important than
perhaps two dozen other Ontario towns.

In 1924, the Windsor border area

stood third in the province in terms of such major manufacturing indicators
as number of employees, value added, and value of capitalization of
manufacturing establishments.
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The period is thus the time when the

essential characteristics of present-day Windsor were first developed,
even though much has changed since.
From this background arises the question:

what was the physical

expression in the city of this all-important growth of manufacturing?
One can ask where the plants and shops that spurred the growth of the
city were; what types of plant were where; how these patterns changed
in a period when the physical growth of the area was extensive, as can
be seen from the many existing buildings dating from then, and when the
economy of the area changed so much.

Other related questions can be

asked, such as what sort of buildings the plants occupied; how large
they were in employment, output, and so on; what transport facilities
served them; what the structure ·of manufacturing was in a more detailed
sense than presently published data can answer.
above will be answered here.

Not all the questions

To simply describe the locations within

the city may seem straightforward, but a straightforward yet thorough
description cannot be found elsewhere.

Hence the objective here is to
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present such a reconstruction of the location of manufacturing establishments
in Windsor.
Although the data in table 1 seem to indicate that the Ciry of
Windsor did not dominate the manufacturing of the border area, and
although the census indicates that the period mentioned was not the entire
period of rapid growth, this study will be limited to the City of Windsor
and to the period 1904 to 1924.

It is also restricted to manufacturing,

which does not include all industry. 3

This study, des~te these restrictions,

still covers a very major part of the subject area and period of interest.
The attention in the paper is given to detail rather than broad
themes, but nevertheless a foundation of sorts is laid for further study
of broader subjects, such as the development of a small service town into
an industrial city.

It should also be of particular local interest in

setting out facts on the emergence of a kind of activity that has come
to dominate the area.

Notes

Vol. 2, table

1.

Census of Canada, 1931.

2.

Census of Canada, 1911. Vol. 3, tables 11, 12;
Canada Yearbook, 1926, p.425-426.

3.

Manufacturing could be defined as the conversion of one item or
product, often "raw", into another, often "Finished" one. In the
modern sense, it also usually involves the use of power and machinery
in a factory setting. Many "industrial" activities, for example
auto body shops, are not manufacturing.
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Table 1: General Growth
Windsor

'""

J.'v1anufacturing
Establishments
Manufacturing
Employment
Value Added by
Manufacturing*
Employees per
Establishment
Value Added per
Establishment*

-All Border Cities192LJ1900
192LJ1900
183
38
Ll-.8

1900

192LJ-

2LJ-

117

1924
1900
Ll-.9

5Ll-9

295Ll-

5.Ll-

1725

108Ll-6

6.3

606

981Ll-

16.2

17Ll-0

35190

20.2

22.9

25.2

1.1

LL5.LJ-

59.3

1.3

25

8LJ-

3.Ll-

46

192

Ll-.2

*thousands of dollars
vol. 3
source: Census of Canada 1911,/tables 11 , 12;
Canada Yearbook 1926, p. Ll-25-Ll-26 .
Value added is the difference between t~e value
of raw materials and that of the finished product.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature

The literature related to this study covers a fairly wide
ground, although none of it is a direct model or inspiration.

This

study is approached mainly as historical geography rather than as an
industrial paper, and the existing work is reviewed in this light.

Urban Histories
Martyn Bowden's work (1967) on San Francisco is a major example
of the reconstruction in detail of the development of a city.

His later

article in Economic Geography (1971) summarizes some of it, and extends
the conclusions to general ones about cities.

As a CBD study, much of

it is irrelevant here, but the work is of value in several ways.
He provides a justification of the historical approach as
necessary to understand the present city; a "glimpse of the moment" is
inadequate and a dynamic look can explain much more.

He asks such things

as what were the rates and direction, and the circumstances, of expansion
and migration of the CBD; how did the activities within it change,
functionally and spatially?

The physical form of the city and the

buildings are given much attention.

Bowden goes into great detail, and

feels the need to understand all the minute changes in order to understand
the broad patterns.

He uses newspapers and other historical sources to

explain the circumstances of change, and the work includes a great amount
of explanation.

Bowden's work also had methodological value.

He explains
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his sources, and, for example, mentions some of the difficulty of using
directories.

Such an exhaustive study is too much to be any model for

the present one, which does not aim to be explanatory or so detailed, and
in that sense is lacking in the dynamic quality Bowden expounds.

But a

few of the wide range of approaches used can be imitated.

A second study of the same general sort is Davey and Doucet (1975)
(or Davey 1972).

One aim is "to delineate and analyse the extent and

composition of the central area of Hamilton in 1853" (1975, p.219).

Davey

reconstructs from directories, as is done in the present study, and is
looking at a town in the same part of the world and of comparable size
to the Windsor of fifty years later.

Of course the focus is on the CBD,

like Bowden, and on the social geography, rather than manufacturers,
although there is a map of industries.

Neither much manufacturing nor

the streetcar was present in the 1850's, so the relevance to Windsor of
any of the findings in Hamilton may be slight.

Davey discusses some of

the difficulties of using directories, and he is not averse to adopting,
when necessary, a classification of activity or land use and criteria for
the CBD boundary that are different from the usual.
Goheen's work (_970) is a classic of urban historical geography,
but is nevertheless of peripheral interest here beca se its detailed
attention is given to the social geography of nineteenth-century

While it is obvious that he did some close study of land
~n

~ac

uring, his portrayal of this is broad and

han detai:ed.
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sites became more common, particularly on the rail approaches to the
city, although the waterfront also became more industrial.

Suburban-

ization of the larger plants "was observed by the en<i of the century".
There are also tables giving the number of establishments by type.
Cities and Immigrants by Ward (1971) deals mainly with the social
geography of cities and the economic context of urban growth, but there
is one chapter on the internal arrangement of the city.

It is mainly a

drawing together of the work of others, and it discusses general themes.
By 1900, he says, the suburbanization of residence and its separation
from the workplace was well established, but employment was mainly central
because of the difficulty of movement of goods within the city, before
the truck.

It was only after about 1920 that these spatial characteristics

were much altered, and the inertia of existing structures and facilities
delayed change.

But he notes that there were variations according to a

city's size, age, and position in the hierarchy.

We might ask whether

Windsor's newness and smallness meant that much of the typical nineteenth
century pattern was not found; there was perhaps never a gap between the
low-density dispersed pattern of the small town and the low-density
dispersed pattern of a place dependent on the streetcar and then the
automobile.

Ward also notes that where there were few linkages requiring

agglomeration of industry in the centre, where all the stages of production
were in one place, or in the case of noxious or extensive industries,
peripheral sites were sought even before this century.

These latter

questions, relating to scale and nature of operation of industry cannot
be much dealt with in this paper.
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The books by Dyos (1961) and Warner (1962) are of interest
because they look at the physical development of part of an urban area,
what are now inner neighborhoods of London, England, and Boston respectively.
Both deal with residential development, and explain such things as its
pattern, in relation to streetcar lines, pre-existing property lines and
roads, and patterns of scattered development or rapid subdivision and
building.

They deal with the timing, the new occupants, the speculators,

the aesthetics, and so on.

The style of such studies is that of history

and makes little use of maps, although it is so geographic, while the
circumstances and processes are stressed as they cannot be in the present
study.

Their approach does not use a comparison of one date to another,

and of course they do not examine manufacturing.

Much of the best urban

history is in a similar vein.

Windsor
Very few studies are available on Windsor itself.

The standard

local history so far is Morrison's (1954), which does not cover tne
development of manufacturing, or any other major theme, in any rigorous
or comprehensive way.

There are a few references to certain plants and

certain events, but no general picture.
Blackbourn's thesis (1968), in its chapter 7, "The Windsor Area.
A Regional Case Study", gives probably the best available account of the
early development of manufacturing.

It deals with the general area, not

just the City of Windsor, and is concerned not with intra-urban location
but with the industrial structure and with the importance of American
ownership.

He finds that in this early period, the majority of new plants
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each decade were American-owned, and the American-owned plants tended to
be the larger ones and the basic (city-forming or sporadic) ones.
1890's there was a minor concentration in the drug industry.

In the

Of the

1900-1910 period he comments that Windsor
was no longer merely an industrial suburb of Detroit but a
c~ty capable of attracting plants from a considerable part of
the midwest ... This diversified industrial structure shows
that the Windsor concentration of American-owned plants was
not caused solely by the automobile industries' presence in
the city. (p.l40)
In the next decade it was particularly the plants of Detroit-based
companies that were the large new ones.

In the 1920's,

The automotive industry's dominance in the area was increasing
and it contained most of the larger and more significant plants
opened in this period. Over 40 per cent of the American-owned
automotive plants established in the city during this period
have survived to the present day (mid 1960's). (p.l45)
This of course confirms in a general way the roots the present city has
in that period, and provides additional background.

Blackbourn does not

give anything on locations or even make much mention of specific firms;
but some of his sources can provide this.
Hoskins (1964) is a good history of the development of Walkerville
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

It gives adequate

coverage of the physical, spatial development, but it does not deal with
Windsor, of course, and manufacturing is only one of many matters dealt
with.

Maerzluft (1967) noted among other things the loss after the

Second World War of industrial land use from Windsor's CBD; he also used
a directory to map 1941 land use.
different from this paper's.

But the focus and time period are
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Manufacturing Location
Studies specifically of manufacturing location within cities
are harder to find than might be expected.

Location theory is of little

relevance unless it discusses the needs of particular industries.

The

spatial organization of our period of interest is perhaps taken for
granted; some classic models such as Burgess's come from cities of that
time, but these tell us little.

Numerous books or textbooks mention in

passing certain known facts, such as the impact of rail on location in
the nineteenth century, or of the truck from the 1920's on, and the
massive decentralization of industry after the 1940's.
discussed, is one example of such general comments.
(1977, p.386-390).

Ward, already

Another is Vance

Like many people writing on this matter, he notes

a paucity of literature.

He mentions such things as the impact of rail

and of the streetcar, things that were well established, in Windsor as
elsewhere, before our date of 1904, and which in any case must have been
less important in an uncongested small town like Windsor.

The flexibility

given by the truck, and the congestion caused by it (the latter is
probably irrelevant to small places) brought about further decentralization.
The truck, he says, had most impact on the location of industries selling
their goods locally, that is, non-basic ones, such as printers, bottling
plants, or bakeries.

Large establishments needing fewer external

services, but needing more space, were also likely to move out from the
centre.

We may note that the decentralization of the 1920's period was

discussed then in such articles as Colby (1933).
Vance i _f977, p.386) considers Hoover and Vernon's Anatomy of a
Metropolis to be the major work available on intrametropolitan industrial
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location.

But in it, any discussion of location of

manufactu~ers

or of

their moves is in terms of vast numbers, broad classification categories,
and large areas of analysis.

This is inevitable when a city of New York's

size is being discussed, but may be of little relevance to Windsor; in
any case, it examines the post-war period.
There are, however, some other case studies.
San Francisco by Groves (1971).

One is that on

He remarks that many studies

fail to add to a real understanding of intrametropolitan
manufacturing location because they are couched in terms of
aggregated land use types rather than the individual manufacturing
plant, and fail significantly to provide cartographic representation
except at a highly generalized level. (p.ll)
His own study is a very detailed and sophisticated analysis, mainly of
larger plants.

He discusses historical factors; he uses plant size data;

he takes various industrial types in turn and discusses their patterns,
which are also mapped.
Another example is Kenyon (1960), who did his work on one distinct
sub-area of the New York region, the Paterson-Passaic district of New Jersey.
Again it is a well-rounded look, giving the historical evolution of the
district, and looking at the industrial structure; he also examines in
turn five industrial neighborhoods there, describing for each its particular
setting and layout, the form of the buildings, date of development, present
problems, and so on.

The comings and goings of particular establishments

are only a small part of the study.
Rannells (1956; 1974) should be mentioned as a premier example of
the use of statistics and figures in describing intra-urban location.
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Conclusion
It can be seen that much urban history has looked at Victorian
cities of a "mercantile" rather than an "industrial" type, or looked at
the change from the earlier to the later type and the effects of
contemporary technology on that change.
of large cities.

Many of the studies have been

Discussion of congestion and dispersion is less

meaningful for a place such as Windsor where the difference between the
centre and the periphery in 1904-24 was perhaps a ten-minute walk.

Much

of the literature has examined the CBD, but the approaches taken to it
can be used for manufacturing.

On the other hand, a lot of work has

been done on residential areas, or on the social geography.
This chapter has covered only the main works and the major types
of relevant literature.

Those studies that do examine manufacturing in

any detail are often of far greater scope than the present one can hope
to be, and are explanatory as well as descriptive.

This paper stems from

the same sort of interest and asks similar questions as those, but can
answer fewer of them.
In this paper the locations of manufacturing establishments within
this emerging manufacturing city will be mapped and described for the
chosen dates.

As part of this, variations by type of establishment and

change over time will be discussed.

This will be put in the context of

the general physical growth of the city to give a general picture, and
the existence or emergence of identifiable districts of the city will be
seen, as will a general trend of decentralization.

Moves of manufacturing
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firms, and relative amounts of turnover or instability of firms of
different types and in different parts of the city will be examined.
descriptive paper is intended.

A

CHAPTER 3
Data and Methodology

There are several sources of data from the period, but only
s~me

of them are in fact useful.

It seems that there were no maps to

speak of that show locations of firms.

There are insurance maps for

1896, 1913, and 1924, which show the form of buildings and give some
indication of use.

In fact, these were not used here, and the form of

manufacturers' premises was not examined.

Registry Office records pertain

mainly to ownership and would require special permission or great expense
to use.

Assessment rolls are, after 19Q4, of marginal interest for the

present purposes, and are in disorder and would also require special
permission to use.

The original manuscript censuses of manufacturing,

of 1901 and 1911, or the later annual censuses, would be an excellent
source.

Because of the red tape, time, and travel that would be involved

in the use of these, if they could be used, it was decided to go ahead
with more available sources.
The main published information is in directories.

There are city

directories for each year of the 1904-24 period, containing alphabetical
and classified sections and a street directory.

These were chosen as the

main source because it was originally intended to describe manufacturing
location in terms of the surrounding land uses.

There is also the

Canadian Trade Index, of which seven editions were published between 1901
and 1923, and which was annual from 1925 on.

The 1901 and 1906 editions

list only members of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, while the
later ones list all manufacturers except the smaller ones of the firms

13
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There are Dun, Wiman directories (Dun &

serving only local markets.

Bradstreet) for the odd year in the period, which were not used because
the dates were chosen and substantial work done before the usefulness of
these became apparent.

The little time spent in Toronto where the

industrial directories were held was spent on the Canadian Trade Index,
which gave the best time coverage, second to the city directories,
although it included no data on plant size then.

Fraser's directory

started in 1913, but was similarly not used.
There are in addition unpublished "lists of industries" compiled
by the Industrial Bureau of the local Chamber of Commerce of the period.

1

There was also, from the same source, a survey done by them in 1927 which
provides data on size of firm and a bit on the nature of operations, as
well as other material.
There are the traditional historical sources such as newspapers
and written recollections.

Little of the overwhelming volume of this

trivia is indexed, however, and since what was desired was to obtain a
general picture in a short time, this sort of source, richer and more
illuminating but more haphazard in coverage, was avoided in favor of the
more straightforward sources.

The directories are available and fairly

comprehensive.

Methodology
The procedure started with going through the city directory and
recording manufacturers and their locations for each of the five years.
The unit used is the establishment, one operation on a single site, so
that for example a firm having a machine shop and a foundry in separate
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places had two establishments, while three drug firms operating jointly
constituted one establishment.

The sections of the directory were

checked against each other, and any useful information in advertisements,
or in some cases in the editions of additional years, was also noted.
This record was checked against the editions of the Trade Index nearest
to each particular year, and the later dates were also checked against
the information in the Chamber of Commerce lists and their 1927 survey.
Minor local. firms were not excluded merely because they had been excluded
from the Trade Index.
All these sources, but particularly the city directories, had an
unfortunate tendency to list wholesale establishments as manufacturers,
especially if the wholesale place was a branch of a manufacturing company.
It can be readily ascertained that Shell Oil had no refinery in Windsor,
but only a storage depot, and it is clear that the Ontario Asphalt Block Co.
was not manufacturing that product in a downtown office building.

But

there are many firms where there was doubt, particularly in the earlier
part of the period where there were fewer checks; such places were
generally excluded.

The 1927 survey indicates that several drug firms

with offices in Windsor actually had their manufacturing done for them
&

by Parke Davis in Walkerville, or were only part-time bottling places
for Detroit firms; these were excluded.

There were cases where a firm

that evidently manufactured had previously had what seemed to be a sales
establishment; here, only the later place was included.
Beyond such corrections as these, the data in the directories
simply had to be taken at face value, even if little information was
really there on the nature of the operations.
work places some constraints on things.

The impossibility of field-
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Choice of Area and Period
The Windsor area of today has its origins in t he other border
towns as well as in the pre-depression City of Windsor, and it might have
been best to examine the whole area in order to portray the beginnings
of the present manufacturing city.

The choice of the City of Windsor

alone was partly a means of keeping this study a manageable size.

The

exclusion of the other towns is not, however, entirely arbitrary, as
Walkerville and Sandwich were settlements physically distinct from Windsor
until toward the end of the period and the industrial cluster of
Walkerville-Ford was distinct.

Space rather than function is the focus

here, and the question of when the towns became one community should be
the subject of some other paper. Kenyon did not study Newark or Jersey City
just because he studied Paterson-Passaic.
The choice of the particular years is less significant than the
general period of interest; the dates chosen were convenient.

The year

1904 was the first for which the city directory contained a true street
directory, so if an earlier year had been chosen, reference would have
had to be made anyway to the 1904 edition in order to plot the addresses
given.

It was originally intended to give attention to the general

surroundings of the plants, for which purpose the street directory would
be essential, and to give attention to the types of structures occupied
by the manufacturers, for which purpose the insurance maps for 1913 and
1924 would have been used.

A regular interval was desired for a more

systematic comparison, just as with the census or various annual statistics.
In this way the five or ten year intervals starting with 1904 were chosen.
There would be no particular advantage in having the years coincide with
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the manufacturing censuses of 1901 or 1911, as due to the generalized
nature of their published data the censuses could not be a good check of
the data from the directories.

Most of the description in the next

chapter is based on all five years, but the maps and a couple of other
summarizing items were only done for 1904, 1914 and 1924,

Industrial Classification
The classification of manufacturers by type of industry was not
an entirely straightforward exercise.

The UN Standard Industrial

Classification of All Economic Activity, based mainly on type of product,
was the starting point.

The main modifications have been the exclusion

from "manufacturing" of repair establishments, of small-scale retailoriented manufacturers such as retail bakers and butchers, and of
artisan manufacturers such as shoemakers.

In some cases the information

available on the firms was inadequate to classify them on the sole basis
of the standard descriptions in the UN classification:

thus for the

machinery, metals, and engineering types, which it was desirable to break
down, special but consistent criteria were used to do this.

Some other

categories were subdivided in order to reflect different locational
&

tendencies.

In general the titles were made more specific when this

could accurately be done:

thus, "stone and concrete" rather than the

UN's "non-metal mineral products", because there was nothing else in that
category.

Rather than having many very broad classes, where for example

"wood products" might include pianos, a slightly larger miscellaneous
class has been opted for.

Details are given in the first appendix.
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Subdivision into Areas
For the analysis of location within the city it was desired
that meaningful divisions of the city be used, rather than an arbitrary
random-versus clustered or grid-square approach.

The manufacturers

are located in a real physical setting rather than in abstract space.
Two of the matters of interest are whether the firms are centrally or
peripherally situated, and what sector of the city they are in.

Thus a

downtown has been defined and the city divided into seven sections.
It would be, at the least, a great deal of work to define a CBD
using a rigorous method such as that based on height and intensity used
by Murphy and Vance (1954).

So, just as Davey and Doucet (1975) used

a simpler method, a simpler approach is taken here, using the city directory
for each of the three years mapped.

All city blocks or sides of blocks

where commercial establishments, excluding manufacturers, outnumbered
residential dwellings have been called part of the "CBD", if these blocks
are continuous with other such blocks in the core, unless these commercial
establishments amounted to only one or two in the block or side of block.
This probably produces a broad definition of the "CBD", so the word
"downtown" may be more appropriate, but it serves the purpose of objectively
defining the core area.
In each year the central cluster appears to extend outside this
downtown, so a "downtown fringe" was defined, covering the area within
1000 feet of the "downtown".

The 1000 feet is an arbitrary round figure

designed to distinguish the establishments that are obviously near the
core from the more outlying ones.

There appears to the eye to be two

or three separate clusters downtown, each with different patterns over
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time, so the downtown and its fringe were each divided into east and
west, using the conventional dividing line of Ouellette Avenue , thus
producing four "inner" areas of the city.
The "outer" areas are divided into three.

On the west side

there are several establishments along or west of the CPR tracks; one or
two other establishments in the residential areas between Ouellette and
that railway have also been included in this "west".

After 1909 a cluster

of industries develops in the "south", almost all of them on spur lines
of the Essex Terminal Railway.
dispersed establishments:

Southeast of downtown are other fairly

this is the "east".

The city boundaries

are the outer limits of these outer zones.
It can be seen on the maps that the downtown boundary and thus
the 1000-foot fringe is different on each map.

Thus when a sub-area in

one year is compared in the discussion to the same sub-area in a different
year, it is slightly different areas that are being compared.

Nevertheless,

these areas are equivalent, and it is meaningful to compare, say, the
numbers in the downtown of 1904 with those in the downtown of 1914, more
so than would be the alternative of comparing the number in the downtown
of 1904 with the number that in 1914 were in what had been the downtown
ten years earlier.

In fact the manufacturers are found mainly in the

centre and the east and west extremes of the downtown, while its growth
is toward the south. The. only establishments that "shift" between sections
as a result of boundary changes, while in fact staying on the same site,
are a drug company that is reclassified from west downtown to the adjacent
fringe between 1904 and 1914 and a printer to which the opposite happens;
and a food processor and auto body maker both near Goyeau and Wyandotte
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that are reclassified from the east to the east downtown fringe between
1914 and 1924.
Because it was desirable to know where in relation to the physical
city of the time the manufacturers were situated, the boundaries of the
"mainly built-up" and "partly built-up" areas at each date are shown on
the maps.

This is based on an examination of the street directory for

each date and a comparison of the number of addresses with the known length
of the blocks; however, as the pattern of development in the outer areas
was very patchy, the boundaries are not accurate to the level of the
individual block, but only in a general way.

This is a subjective, not

a carefully calculated measure, and simply fills out the visual picture.
This study is not one of the rate of physical expansion of the town, and
the description of location is not couched in terms of these boundaries.
The existence of

stree~was

not at that time an indicator of the extent

of settlement because they sometimes long preceded any building on them;
the streets shown on the maps are as of 1922.

General
In a descriptive study much of the information is best conveyed
in maps and tables, so this is done.

The text is not intended to give

the amount of detail that these do, but rather to pick out general themes
that may not be evident from them.

In general, when there are no hypotheses

to test and no inferences about a population that are to be made from a
sample, and when the frequencies are often very small, statistical testing
cannot have a very large role.
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It is unfortunate that data are lacking in this study on size
of establishment, resulting in a picture less full than it could be.
Although Table 1 indicates that the average number of employees per
establishment in Windsor changed little over the twenty years, average
size would vary by type and within each type, so growth in numbers is at
best only a rough measure of growth in importance.
chosen for availability and regular coverage.

The sources used were

They did not give plant

size data for all the years covered here, and it was considered inappropriate
to make assumptions about size based on national or provincial average
size by type, or based on occupational data in the census, or to apply
data from one year to the firms of another year.

Because data are lacking

on size of establishment, the industrial structure of the area is not
examined, regardless of how much the
may seem to indicate.

numbe~on

Table 2 or in the text

Instead the focus is on what was where.

Moves and Turnover
From the trends that form part of the answer to the question what
was where come others that are dealt with, since they can be answered
with the same data.

The first is whether the growth in numbers was the

direct result of a cumulating number of permanent establishments or whether
there was high turnover, that is, firms appearing but soon disappearing
and possibly being replaced by new ones.

Secondly, were the different

rates of growth in the various sub-areas of the city contributed to by
changes in the locations of continuing manufacturing operations.

Although

the absolute numbers of births and deaths by type can be seen in Table 1,
these are not discussed or compared because each new establishment is not
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necessarily of equal importance.

Statistics on births and deaths of

firms will be only for those that were present at one of the five dates
covered, and thus will miss some of the short-lived establishments.

The

result is that births and deaths and the rate of turnover will be
underestimated.
as is a

But all firms present for five or more years are covered,

non-rando~

sample of the more ephemeral ones.

A birth does not

mean that the firm is new, but only that it is new to Windsor; similarly
with deaths.

There is some possibility of error due to changing names

of firms, but in several potential such cases it was evident that it
was one continuing operation, and these were recorded as such.
The following statistic has been used to measure "turnover":
births + deaths
net change
One of various indicators that might be used, its value is that it
relates change in the population (births and deaths) to the net effect
of that change, and does so regardless of whether there is net increase
or net decline.

Where there is increase or decrease without any counter-

balancing superfluous births and deaths it will equal 1; the figure will
rapidly increase - where births or deaths occur but produce little net
&

change.
data.

Whatever its faults, it can be validly used as ordinal-scale
This number does not take account of the size of the initial

population of firms, even though more redundant appearances and demises
might be expected with a larger population.

But change is fairly

independent of the initial population and a birth or death rate based
on that, such as is used for human populations, would be meaningless.
Turnover is often expressed as a percentage, but this relates it to the
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initial population rather than to population change, which is of more
interest here.

The longer the timespan, the higher the "turnover" will

of course tend to be.
Any moves by firms that were present at more than one of the
five dates are examined and mapped.

Any moves by other firms, and also

moves involving addresses at which the firm was not present at one of
the five dates, are missed.

It should be noted that because of the

unique proximity of Walkerville any moves involving that town have been
included, although some moves from there to Windsor . may have escaped
notice because of the sometimes unknown existence of firms before they
appeared in Windsor.

The consideration of moves in terms of sub-areas

of the city used sub-area boundaries as of whichever date was closest
to the period of the move.

Notes
1.

l

These are now held by the Windsor-Essex County Development Commission,
who were quite helpful once informed of what they had. They were
only available for the 1920's and later, although Blackbourn was
apparently able to get them for the 1890's on.

CHAPTER

~

Locations of Manufacturers

The General Pattern:

1904-1924

On the map of the initial year, 1904, it can be seen that the
town covered roughly the present downtown area of the city, from the
river to Elliott Street, and roughly from the CPR tracks to Parent Avenue,
with some additional development on the south and west.

There appear

to be extensions outward along Howard Avenue and London Street (University
Avenue).
Most of the manufacturers were in or near the downtown, in an
elongated east-west cluster.

A bit more than a third (36.5%) were in the

downtown and 44 percent on its fringes, leaving one-fifth elsewhere, on
the east and west.

This downtown and thousand-foot fringe area did

cover about a third of the town, however, so although there was centralization
its degree should not be exaggerated.

Furthermore, the establishments

on Sandwich Street West (Riverside West), including a large pharmaceuticals
manufacturer and a brewery, were in a sense peripheral in being on the
road out of town, with all the settlement on one side of them.

There were

already three significant firms on the western periphery by the rail
line:

the salt company, Windsor Turned Goods Company, and Standard Paint.

Downtown, in a pattern that would persist somewhat, there were perhaps
three separate groupings:

the east, the west just west of Ouellette, and

the west around Church and Sandwich Streets.
In 1909 the picture was much the same.

Apart from a net gain

(including relocated firms) of three establishments in the west and seven
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in the east, any activity was in or near downtown.
By 1914 the pattern had changed.

(See Tables 3 and 4)

The number

of establishments downtown had increased in each five-year period, but
by 1914 the proportion there had declined to 30 percent of the total.
The number in downtown's fringes was fairly constant, and the proportion
there had gone down to 25 percent.

Thus 45 percent of the establishments

were in the outer parts by then, split fairly evenly between the east,
west, and south.

The Essex Terminal Railway had been built in the south,

and that area had had thirteen births and no deaths since 1909, while there
were net gains in the east and west of three and two.

The new firms on

the south and west were almost all on railway spurs.
The city of 1914 had expanded to about Pierre and Erie, and was
partly built up as far as the boundaries of Walkerville on the east and
Sandwich to the west.

The downtown cluster had not spread out, however,

so compared with the larger city it appears tighter.

There are fewer

places north of Sandwich Street, while the block southwest of Sandwich
and Ouellette, the main corner, has as many as eight manufacturing
establishments, albeit perhaps small ones.
By 1924 the city is already approaching its pre-Second World War
&

extent, being at least partly built to Tecumseh on the south and the
municipal boundaries on the east and west; and it is mainly built-up
north of Giles, or north of Wyandotte on the west side.

The locational

pattern of manufacturers appears much more dispersed than previously.
During 1914-19 there had been little growth in numbers of establishments
in the City of Windsor, however important the period in fact was for
industry.

The only area with a net gain of more than three was the south,
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with six.

By 1919 the downtown declined to about its 1904 number of

establishments, so that with 16 percent of the total it had less than
half its original proportion even though its area had increased.

The

downtown fringe increases in its numbers in both 1914-19 and 1919-24,
and still has one

~uarter

of all establishments at the end date.

These

facts are reflected on the 1924 map in a more dispersed central cluster
than before.

There is no longer an east-west shape to the central grouping,

and it had grown now on the south as well as on its east and west ends.
Over the twenty years the number of plants or shops in the west of
downtown and in the east downtown fringe had tended to increase, while
the other two inner zones declined in these terms.

The east fringe, alone

of the inner areas, had a larger, if only slightly larger, proportion of
all establishments at the end than at the beginning.
In 1919-24 the outer areas, although not so much the west, had
substantial numbers of new plants and in 1924 they contain 60 percent of
the total:

a bit less than one

and 13 percent in the west.

~uarter

in each of the south and east,

The first few of the peripherally-located

plants had been on the west side, but it had now fallen behind.
The general trend is therefore decentralization.
&

The area of

the downtown expands but the number of manufacturing establishments in
it is reasonably stable.

Its eastern fringe sees substantial growth,

and the increase on the city's west is a

~uite

similar one, but the

greatest rise in the number of establishments is in the south, that is
the McDougall Street industrial corridor, and in the scattered plants
or shops of the east.
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Patterns of Particular Types
The theme of decentralization is also evident if particular
industrial types are examined.

To a large extent, establishments come

and go in apparently haphazard patterns, but we can outline some facts
or general truths about particular types, based on more than just the
fortunes of a couple of cases.

The spatial patterns of particular types

by date can be seen on the maps and so are not given in tables.

•

The

following come from mainly 1904, 1914, and 1924 data .
Dairy plants that can be positively identified as processing or
manufacturing places are negligible in number until 1924, at which date
all five are in the east downtown fringe or the east.

The four ice and

beverage places, including the brewery, were in the inner zones in 1904,
while at the middle and end dates 4 of 6 and 5 of 10 respectively were
in the downtown fringe; the majority of the births and deaths of this
manufacturing type were in the latter area.

The most that can be said

about foods manufacturers is that the west had 3 of 5 in 1914 and 5 of 8
in 1924, including the large Postum Cereal off Wyandotte.

Three of the

four tobacco establishments were in the inner areas.
More than half the textiles or clothing establishments were in
the west downtown in 1914 and 1924.

In 1909-14 four such places were

born there, and two in east downtown, and then in 1914-19 two new ones
appeared there while three left or died, and two disappeared from east
downtown.

Textile activity was heavily in that area, and it appears

from the directory that several of these places occupied upper floors,
classically, in those Victorian brick commercial buildings of which a few
still remain.
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The two drugs and cosmetics manufacturers were in the west
downtown in 1904.

By 1914 Stearns was left on the fringe as the downtown

as defined here retreated, while Seely perfumes moved there; by 1924
there were two additional drug companies in the west and one in the east.
From 1909 on, 3 of the 4 or 5 diverse other chemicals places were in the
south, including an ammunition plant in 1914 and 1919 on Howard Avenue
where Toledo Scale would later move to, and a maker of asphalt roofing
on McDougall.

None were found in the four inner areas at any of the

five dates.
The three planing mills of 1904 and 1909 and the associated
lumber yards were all on the downtown fringe, occupying space between
the commercial areas and the surrounding residential parts.
there were two others on the western edge of the town.

By 1914

In 1919-24 both

mills on the west downtown fringe moved to the outer areas, and by the
last date all but one of such establishments were in the south and west,
on railway lines.

Of the places producing other wood and paper products,

the west downtown fringe had 3 of 6 or 7 in 1904 and 1914, but in buildings
on or near Sandwich Street rather than where the planing mills were.
The two stone cutting yards were in the inner areas in 1904, but
the growth of firms in this category was mainly in makers of cement blocks
and mainly in the outer areas.

In 1909-14 there were three births of

this type in the east, which in 1914 had the majority of such places
scattered about it.

In the next period there was no net growth in numbers,

but in 1919-24 there were five births in the east and three in the south,
so that these two zones then had most of these places, a few others being
in the west.

The one stone yard and one planing mill that then remained
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in the inner areas had both been there since 1904.

These concrete

product makers were often associated with construction yards, and in a
couple of cases the firm was listed as a contractor at one time and a
manufacturer at another.

The manufacturing function may thus not always

have been the primary one of the firms, and their scattered peripheral
locations, as well as reflecting the extensive premises needed and the
bulky product, may also have followed a desire to be near the main areas
of new construction.
Printers might as soon be considered a service as manufacturing,
but have been included and so will be discussed.

The majority were

downtown at the first and middle dates, particularly in the west downtown.
In 1909-14 two came to each of the east and west downtown.

Most of the

births and deaths were in this latter zone, and the most notable
concentration of moves of one sort was here in 1914-24.

Over half the

printers moved in the first half of those ten years, two of them from the
west downtown to the adjacent fringe.
one

e~uivalent

By 1924 two more did the same, and

move was made east of Ouellette.

then split between the two western inner zones.

Thus the majority were
Printing establishments

were hardly ever found in the outer areas.
The metals group was not very concentrated in one area, although
in 1924 the majority were in the south and east; 7 of 12 births after 1909
were in the south.

All four machinery and engineering places were downtown

in 1904, but by twenty years later the south together with the east downtown
fringe accounted for better than half, with only two downtown.

The three

moves of firms of this latter type were all outward from the west downtown,
and included Toledo Scale.

There were no automobile places at all until
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after 1909, but from 1914 on more than half were in the south.

Seven

of fourteen births were also there, although this includes one former
metals establishment and one former machinist place.

Such births in

the south between 1909 and 1919 included Champion Spark Plug, Hupp Motors
on Giles, and Maxwell-Chalmers (soon to be absorbed by Chrysler).
The declining blacksmiths show progressive decentralization.
The eastern fringe of downtown had half of these in 1904, with the rest
also in the inner zones; the same place again had half in 1914 but there
were by then two in the east.

By

192~

four of five were in the east.

With rapid turnover there were no outward moves in all of this; but ll of
18 deaths were on the fringe of downtown.
In summary, the most notable concentrations of particular types
were textiles and printers in the west downtown.

Textiles did not

experience much decentralization; printers moved out by usually small
distances and in the same sector of the city.

The food, drugs, and metals

types showed little pattern of concentration, but tended to emerge or
grow in the outer rather than the inner areas.

Stone and concrete, and

chemicals, emerged or grew exclusively in the outer areas.

Machinery

establishments, blacksmiths, and especially planing mills changed

fro~

centralized location patterns to peripheral ones, although machinery
decentralized to both the east downtown fringe and to the more outlying south.

Turnover
The rates of turnover can be seen in Table 6, but these should be
read as relative rather than absolute measures.

(Tables 2 and

also be referred to for the birth and death data.)

4 can

The higher the turnover,
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the more change there was in the population of establishments without much
resulting change in its size; that is, the more instability there was.
Clearly, the period with the most turnover was 1914-19, when there were
as many deaths as in the previous period but many fewer new firms.

The

large increase in the final period results from a doubling of the number
of births.

The east downtown and its fringe had the highest turnover

of firms, according to these data, and the west downtown and its fringe
were next.

The highest figures for sub-areas by period were in 1914-19

for the east (11.0) and east downtown fringe (13.0).

The three outer

areas together had 89 births and 26 deaths, while the inner areas had
somewhat fewer births, 70, and more than twice as many deaths, 58.

The

much larger net growth in numbers in the outer areas is thus not simply
the result of a lack of new firms in the inner areas, but rather because
the latter had more turnover while plants in the outer parts came and
more
usually stayed. Even after 1914 and 1919, when half or/of the establishments
were in the east, west, or south, few firms disappeared from those parts.
This permanence was particularly true of the south.
The types of manufacturing with more turnover than the city
overall are foods, blacksmiths, textiles, and wood and paper.
&

Foods saw

the disappearance of three grain mills and the coming of a few largescale food processors; with only a small net change, the high figure
here is not the result of a lot of births and deaths.

As for textiles,

there are six firms that are recorded for 1914 but for no other year,
resulting in high turnover.

The coming and going of blacksmiths may be

deceptive, though this cannot be resolved from the sources used here.
There were about three cases where a blacksmith moved from one location
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to a site previously occupied by another blacksmith, and in about five
other cases one smith succeeded another on the same site.

Some of

these different names may in fact be the same continuing establishment.
Wood and paper, like the smiths, experienced decline while there were
some new establishments, and thus has high turnover.

The dairy and

drug groups each have straight increases and no turnover.

A value on

Table 6 of 3.0 means that there were twice as many births as deaths; it
can be seen that many of the

v~lues

are in that vicinity.

Migrations numbered 5, 9, 12, and 15 in the successive periods,
for a total of 41.

They seem to increase with time and the general growth

in numbers rather than being, say, higher in the periods of higher turnover.
The number of moves per firm in each period increases over time, if the
number of firms each interval is taken from the average of the numbers
at the beginning and end of the timespan.

Alternatively, if moves are

compared to the number at the beginning of each period, moves per firm
are successively .096, .141, .136, and .164.

The following summarizes

some of the data in Table 5:
Moves

(those marked

*

could be called moves outward)

within the same sector of the city

14

downtown to downtown fringe

10*

other moves within the inner area

3

to or from Walkerville

7

other moves to the east, west, or south

7*
41
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Thus only 17 of 41 might be called outward moves.

In the outer

sectors there are no moves from or within either the west or south, and
the two from the east were to the south and to elsewhere in the east.
The only "inward" move in terms of these seven sub-areas was from the
north to the south side of Sandwich Street.

Nine of the outward moves

occurred in the final five years; there had been two in each of the
first two periods and four in the second.

Moves within the same zone

fluctuated between 2 and 5 per period, while other moves increased from
0 to

4 per period.
By far the most mobile industrial type were the printers, with

11 moves; three of the outward moves in the final period were printing
establishments.

Beverages and ice, textiles, and wood and paper had the

next most relocations, at

4 each, while the dairy, food, drug, and auto

categories were lowest and each had one.
the west downtown,
thirteen.
moves each.

Twenty-one of the moves involved

±he next highest being the west downtown fringe with

The three outer areas had the fewest, averaging only three
Relocations can be seen on the maps.

There were 16 establishments that existed throughout the twenty
years.

Two of these moved within the inner area, while five made outward

moves.

Five of the rest were in the inner areas and the other four on

the west side.
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Table 5: Moves
TO
Downtown
West East

F

West
Downtown

ABB
CCD

East Downtown

c

West
Fringe

B

Fringe
West East
BCC
DDD

CCD

East
A

~vest

South

Walkerville

A

IT

D

D

BD

B

R

East
M Fringe

0

c

BC

East

D

D

West
South
Walkerville

Ea~h

B

~

c

DD

letter repre s ents one move.

A - 1904-09
B - 1909-14
c - 1914-19
D - 1919-24-

source: see chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion

The general trend in the period 1904 to 1924 was decentralization
in the locational pattern of manufacturing establishments.

Although

this might be predictable on the basis of other studies, these others
applied mainly to large cities and explained it partly in terms of
negative forces such as congestion which may be irrelevant here; it has
been seen here that the trend applies to as small a place as Windsor.
It is perhaps hardly surprising that as the city grew outward
there would be industrial as well as other development in the new areas,
but the growth has been seen to be in the outer areas in a disproportionate
way.

Some of the larger new plants might have demanded large peripheral

sites under any circumstances, but there is nothing inevitable about
the predominantly spatially decentralized pattern of manufacturing growth:
a pattern of large manufacturing enterprises in the centre has been
observed in some earlier cities.

The older of the larger plants here,

such as Stearns or the brewery on Sandwich Street West, or Penberthy
&

Injector Company at Pitt and Windsor, had tended to be downtown, even if
such plants as Standard Paint were already at the edge of town at the turn
of the century.

And many of the new firms scattered across the east part

of the city were small shops that in the nineteenth century would have
been in the centre.

Furthermore, one industrial district did develop

in this period on the east fringe of downtown, which was decentralized
with reference to the former industrial concentration downtown, but which
was not on virgin land; the entire manufacturing growth could have been
in such areas.
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The developing character of several districts, and of the
modern City of Windsor, is evident here.

While general land use has

not been studied, the use of the street directory allows us to fill
out some of the overall pattern at the same time.

Although there was

decentralization it was not in the form of general disperson and there
were identifiable manufacturing districts.

This is not to say, however,

that there are glaring differences between the various sub-areas in
their composition; most industrial types were present at one time or
another in most of the areas.
A notable feature is the emerging dominance of the east side of
the city.

In 1904 two-thirds of the manufacturing establishments were

west of Ouellette Avenue, although most of those both east and west were
in the centre.

By 1914 the east had more than caught up in number of

establishments and after then there was no increase in the number west
of Ouellette, so that the area east of it had twice as many by 1924.
Walkerville and Ford thus do not account for all the easterly spread of
the modern City of Windsor, although the heavier residential development
in that direction surely owes something to them.
The central area was the original centre of manufacturing.

&

At

first the downtown does grow in numbers of such firms, but does not grow
in the proportion it has of all establishments.

It then declines to

about its original number, but with most of the firms now in its western
part.

The downtown fringe has an overall slow growth in numbers; its

western part declined, while the eastern fringe, although gaining only
half as many net new firms as the west downtown, is the only one of the
inner areas to grow in similar proportion to overall city growth in numbers
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of establishments.

The main central wholesale-industrial section seemed

to be Sandwich Street West in 1904, but the east downtown f ringe may have
been more important for this by 1924.

Sandwich Street housed many

wholesale establishments and manufacturing shops in upper floors or in
separate buildings, at the same time as it was a major retail street.
The concentration

o~

textiles places and printers in that area must

partly reflect their suitability to loft-type premises that many of them •
did seem to occupy.

The high rate of migration within that area or from •

it, even if the large contingent of printers is ignored, may reflect a
relatively large number of smaller or nascent firms in buildings suitable
for these.

The pattern of instability in the centre also shows in the

fact that the east downtown fringe had the highest turnover of establishments.
In the west downtown, manufacturers came to be found more often than before
at sites two or three blocks south of Sandwich Street, but not on Ouellette
Avenue along which the retail and office district was growing southward
during the period and which, unlike Sandwich Street, acquired little apart
from those two general land use types.
The character of the McDougall area, or the south, as an industrial
&

district with little else there is clear.

It was so from the beginning,

and in fact started emerging before any residential development occurred
around it.

Non-existent in 1904, it has the largest growth in number of

any area, especially in the decade 1909-1919.

In 1924 it has the largest

concentration of any one of the seven areas, although not as many as the
four inner zones together.

Many of the firms there were large and highly-

capitalized and occupied large buildings probably built for the specific
operation.

The low turnover of firms there probably reflects these
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[
characteristics.
south.

The west shared most of these characteristics of the

It had started earlier, but did not grow nearly as much; in fact,

its net gain of establishments is comparable to the west downtown's.
Even at an early stage, the neighborhood southwest of downtown,
south of Park Street, had fewer manufacturing firms and other nonresidential establishments than the residential areas of the east.

This

became more pronounced as the east had a large increase, particularly
in the final five-year period, and overall had a net gain in number of
establishments almost as large as that in the south.

The part of the

McDougall corridor north of Erie Street falls into this area.

The firms

in the east were quite scattered and contribute much to the impression
of dispersion one gets from the 1924 map.

The east tends to be like the

other two outer areas in receiving rather than producing relocating firms,
and in having low turnover.
A· third of the moves were outward moves, while there were practically
no inward ones.

But many of the moves were within the same sector of the

city, and in general relocations contribute little to the decentralization
trend.
&

Neither is decentralization so much the result of a lack of new

firms in the inner areas as it is of the much greater stability of the
firms in the outlying zones.

The rate of migration tends to increase

slightly over time, and half the outward moves were in the final period.
Printers were by far the most mobile group, and all groups had at least
one mover.
There are marked differences between types of manufacturing in
the amount of turnover they experiencea.

It is not clear, however, that

the differences in this regard between areas of the city are accounted
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for by their composition in terms of type.

There are also differences

by type in the amount of decentralization they experience.
Vance (1977) said that non-basic industries were more prone to
become peripheral.

While there is not really sufficient data here to

classify plants as basic or non-basic, we can regard as basic industries
these types:

drugs, chemicals, metals, machinery, automotive, miscellaneous,

and (dubiously) textiles; and call the others non-basic.

By this

classification, basic-type plants in the outer areas increased from 3 to
35 in the twenty years, and non-basic ones from 7 to 43; so there is little
difference there.

The numbers of non-basic establishments declined downtown

from 12 to 7, and on the downtown fringe the numbers were stable at 20
or so.

The number of basic plants increased downtown from 7 to 13, and

on its fringe from 3 to 12.

In the absence of specific knowledge about

the firms, however, such data are rather inconclusive.
It does seem that firms of that period were

~uite

ready to set

up plants a bit outside the settlement if the site was served by rail.
The south and the west were such outside areas until about the 1920's,
and almost all the new establishments there were on railway spurs.
&

Firms

in the centre had access to rail only at the three depots located at the
end of the CNR on the downtown waterfront, and where the other two lines
met Sandwich Street.

The presence of direct rail service in the outer

areas was probably a major locational factor for at least the larger plants.
Much of the pattern of location could be explained by investigating the
choice of route of the Essex Terminal Railway and the planning of the
McDougall area.

Such a study might also explain the relatively slow growth

of the otherwise

simila~

west side.
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The decentralization was of course in terms of the small scale
of the city of the period, and the outer areas were not all that distant.
Nevertheless the transportation technology that Ward and others speak of
undoubtedly had some role in allowing Windsor to develop in the dispersed
way it did.

A perusal of the directory indicates that many residents of

Windsor were working in Walkerville or Ford, and thus possibly commuting
by streetcar.

The scattered establishments in the east perhaps indicate

in part some impact by the truck.
This paper has covered some aspects of the intra-urban location
of manufacturing in an emerging industrial city.

Nevertheless these

locations were in a city that was part of a larger complex.

The population

figures, the data in Table 1, and the city directory indicate that Windsor
was the dominant residential area and service centre, while WalkervilleFord had a larger industrial complex.

If decentralization is the most

important finding to emerge from this paper, this is not merely trite,
given the lack of case studies.

Any major work on the development of

manufacturing in the Windsor area is yet to be done; but this paper has
given a better description of certain aspects of that development than
existed before.

I
APPENDIX '1
Details of Classification
Foods, etc.
- Ice plants were included where this function seemed to
be the main part of the business; grain mills similarly.
- The salt works are included, as there was processing;
there may also have been the manufacture of caustic
soda and chlorine.
- All soft drink works were included.
- Only wholesale bakers and confectioners were included.
- "Dairy" was a term loosely used in the directory, and
these were counted only if there was clearly manufacture of such things as butter and cheese.
Textiles, etc.
- Retail tailors, shoemakers, and dressmakers are
excluded, as are such artisan manufacturers as horse
collar makers, manufacturing furriers, upholsterers,
and carpet weavers. In addition to the fact that
this was manufacturing for the proprietor's own retail
trade, on a small scale, it is difficult, especially
in the later periods, to judge how important was the
manufacturing compared to sales of factory prod ucts
or to other services such as alterations or dry
cleaning, or in the case of collar makers compared
to their frequent proprietorship of livery st c b~es.
Wood, etc.
&

- Carpenters are excluded e~ce p t for one ca se whe re there
was clearly a significant manufacturing operatio n on
the premises.
- A cooper is included, although repa ir rna._. - ha v e b een an
imnortant function.
-Turned Goods (wagon wheels, etc.) are listed here,
although metals also went into ~h e produ c ~.
- Planing mills made such finishe d produs ts a s w o o~ tiles
and window s , and were included but lis~ed s epa r a~e l y
bec aus e of diff er ent l ocational patterns.
Drugs and chemicals.
- This was subdivided as can 'be seen, as it would otherwise
be a very divers e c la s s.
-As mentioned in the text, whs lesale ~r u g fires wer e excluded, no exception being made in t his for t hre e ,
Ingr a m, Rundle, and V a n~erhoof, that appare ntly did a
small amount of their own manufac t urin g but wer e still
primarily wholesale.

Cement and Stone
- The importance of the manufacturing function is not
alwa ys clear with these es~a ~ lishc ents , but they are
are counted if they purport to be manufacturers.
Printing
- All are included, regardless of

thei~

nature.

Metals
-

Shee~-metal

workers and tinsmiths are not c ounted ,
being often contractors or repair places .
- A gun and locksmith seemed to be mainly rep a ir and
thus was exc luded .
Machinery and Engineering

- This includes all makers of machinery (except a~to
motive, as well as makers of metal products requiring
gre3t precision and skill: tool and die, pattern makers,
manufacturers of special valves, etc.
- assemblers of machinery are also included here.
Automotive

- Transportation equipment could be reduc ed to this,
and so it was.
- This includes makers of both parts and vehicles
- Machinists are included here if they are clearly
making auto parts onlj, and not otherwise even though
these others might be tied to the auto industry •.
Blacksmiths
- This was separated from metals because it seemed ~o be
or was asumed to be at a scale of producti~~ or level
of technology that was rather different. This term W3S
also almost synonymo us with carriage ~a~er, ~ n~ it was
desired to separate this type of transportati on
equipment from the auto industry, even though this
carriage making led -.to entry into the auto industry
in at least one case here.

APPENDI X 2
Complete List of

~anufacturers

Covered in this Paper

DAIRY
Belle Isle Creamery
Border Cities Creamery
Maple Leaf Dairy
Windsor Creamery Co.
Windsor Pure Milk Co. I Golden Rod Creamery
BEVERAGES

& ICE

Bell Ice Co.
British American Brewery
Carley, soda water works
Central Ice & Cold Storage I Windsor Ice
Coca-Cola Co.
Edwards & Co., soda water works
Hanlon, soft drinks
Horton, soda water works
Jones, soda water works
Lamotte, wine maker
Meisner I Voakes, soda water
Murray Bottling Works
Seal Bottling Works

& Coal

FOODS
Canadian Postum Cereal Co.
Canadian Salt Co.
Champion Mills
Horton-Cato, salad dressing
MacKey's Bread Ltd.
Marsh Candy Co.
Neal Baking Co.
Orr Bros. flour mill
Peterman, candy manufacturer
Vollans, flour mill
Walker I Osler & Walker, bakers
dindsor Sausage Co.
TOBACCO
Eisenberg Ltd.
Erie Tobacco Co.
Gignac Bros.
Wellington Cigar Co.

& conf e c t ioners

Co.

TEXTILES & CLOTHING
Baker Co., neckwear
Chicago Hosiery Co.
Dodshon Overall Co.
Draper Co., suspenders
Draper, auto mat manufacturer
Elmes Ltd., shirts
Ideal r1at Co.
Johnson Glove Co.
Lennox Mfg. Co., overalls
Peabodys Co., overalls etc.
Western Robe Co., coats
Windsor Apron Co.
Windsor Overall Co.
Windsor Tent & Awning \vorks
Witchell-Shiel of Canada
WOOD & PAPER
Abel & Co., boxes
Fox Bros., wood mantels
Haugh, cabinet maker
Ideal Pattern Works
Stephen, cooper
Stewart & Co., Paper Boxes
U.S. Playing Card Co.
Windsor Basket Works
Windsor Brush Works I Welsh Bros.
Windsor Paper Box Factory
Windsor Turned Goods Co. I Canadian Pole & Shaft Co.
PLANING MILLS
c

Fletcher Lumber Co.
Haugh, mill
McKee, mill
McLean, mill
National Door and Flooring Co.
Piggott, mill
Windsor Lumber Co.
DRUGS & COSf-'IETICS
Canadian Booster Co.
Lewis Medicine Co.
Seely Manufacturing Co.
Stearns & Co.
Sterling Products Ltd. I Winthrop I Bayer

GHEr-'l i CALS
Anti Borax Compound Co. I Canadian Compound Co.
Canadian Roofing Manufacturing Co.
Nickel Plate Stove Polish Co.
Ontario Chemical Co.
Remington Arms Co.
Standard Paint & Varnish Co.
Windsor, City, asphalt plant
STONE & CONCRETE
•

Bennett Co., cement blocks
Bray & Co., cement blocks
Cast Stone Block & Machine Co. I Border Builder Supply Co.
Chouinard, Cement blocks
Clarke, monuments
Concrete Bumper Co.
Cross Bros., cement blocks
Durocher, cement bloc~s
Excelsior Gramite & Marble Works
Grant, marble monuments, etc.
Jacques, cement blocks
Kennedy, cement blocks
Lefebvre, cement Blocks
Maul & Rigg I Rigg Cut Stone Co.
Osterhout, cement blocks
Parent, cement blocks
Plante, cement blocks
Scott, cement blocks
Standard Stone Co.
Swatman, cement blocks
Weinhold, cement blocks
PRINTERS
Border Cities Star
Border Cities Star Engraving Service
Border Press
Caslon Press
Citizens Printing Co.
The Commercial Press
Curtis Co.
La Defense
Harding, printer
Herald Press Ltd.
Standard Printing Co. I Hughes & Percy
Jacques & sons.
New Eve Printing Co.
Pacaud, printe~ I Le Progres
Record printing presses

(PRINTING)
Seguin Bros.
Sumner, - printing
Villeneuve, printing & advertising
Windsor Publishing Co.
World Publishing Co.
METALS
Auto Specialties Mfg. Co. foundry
Barton-Netting eo., grates etc., metal fixtures
Bulmer, tea kettle manufacturi ng
Canadian Aluminum & Brass Co.
Canadian Jack Co. Ltd.
Dominion Aluminum ( Meta l) Last Co.
Eansor, iron foundry
Ideal Fence & Spring Co.
Ideal Manufacturing Co., plumbers' goods
Marshall, foundry
Mitchell Brass Foundry Ltd.
National Spring & Wire Co.
Pilcher Mfg. Co., metal buttons
Reliance Metal Co.
St. Louis Wireworks
Standard Brass Manufacturing Co.
Swedish Crucible Steel Co.
Toronto File Works.
1.vhi ttaker Stove works I Walker Steel Range Co .
Windsor Wire Works
M.<\CHIN3RY AND ENGINEERING
Bryant Pattern Works
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
Canadian Engineering & Tool Co.
Canadian Sirocco Co., fans , he a ting equipment, etc.
Canadian i, vinkley Co. , grease cups, etc.
Connor Machine Co., toolmakers etc.
Motor Street Cleaning Co.
National Machine Works
Parent Bros., machinists
Penberthy Injector Co., bras s valves, etc.
Peninsular Tool & Specialty Co., tool moul~ers etc.
S & M Tool Mfg. Co.
Superior Cream Separator Co.
Toledo Computing Scales Co.
Typograph Ltd., machinery manufacturing
Valve Bag Co. of A~erica I Bates Valve Bag Co.
White Machine Works Ltd.

(MACHINERY)
Windsor Boiler Works
Windsor General Machine Wo rks
Windsor Machine & Tool ~a rks
Wood Hydraulic Hoist & Body Co.
AUTOMOTIVE
Auto Specialties f1anufacturing Co. machine shop
Canadian Battery Container Corporation
Canadian Commercial Motor Car Co.
Champion Spark Plug, Ltd.
Cleveland Trac to r Co. of Canada I qo llin Mot ors
Grier & Sutherland, battery supplies
Hupp Motor Car Co.
Kelsey Whe el Co.
LaSalle Lead Products Ltd., battery manufacturers
I·,1entll'd Hotor Truck Co
Maxwell-Chalmers Motor Co.
Swedish Crucible Steel Co., automobile extensions
White Machine Works, auto pistons & accessories
l, vindsor t·1anufacturing Co., auto chains
BLACKSNITHS AND
Bellair
Beneteau
Boissoneau
Buskins
Collier
Desrosiers
Eansor
Gagnier
Gamble
Janisse & Co.
King
Langl ·'J is
Les perance
Little
MacVicar ('1)
MacVicar (2)
t'-'Iarentet t e
Mayville
Menard
Ouellette
Stricker
Sykes

CAR~ IAGS

HAKERS

I
f-USCELLANEOUS
Bentrovato Co., toilet articles
Canadian Maloney Electric Co., electrical g~ o d s
DeVilbiss Mfg. Co., atomizers ete.
Essex Stamp Co., embossing dyes, metal stamps,etc.
Grinnell Bros., pianos
Legett & Platt Spring Bed Co.
Lufkin Rule Co., rulers and measuring ta pes, etc.
Pompeian rvianufacturing Co. , toilet art icles
Traub Manufacturing Co., jewellery
Windsor Pearl Button Co., clamshell buttons

There are ~ few cases of duplication in this list because
of firms changing c a te gories over time.
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